Inside this pocket guide are the specifications for the exclusive BrandSource line of products built by General Electric Appliances. Also included are specifications on certain Showcase models that enhance the exclusive BrandSource line of products. The BrandSource line is available only to BrandSource members and the Showcase line only through independent retailers. By featuring these products in your store it will help increase your profitability because of the limited distribution. This helps protect your margins by giving you a “safe haven” in a very competitive marketplace. The BrandSource line is designed to provide a highly-featured product at certain specified key price points. The Showcase line features are more upscale and provide you with a “step-to-piece” within the General Electric line of products. These products produced by the General Electric Company truly provide you with the opportunity to increase your volume and profitability. Capitalize on this opportunity to insure your success as a BrandSource member.
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Before purchasing any appliance, read important information about its estimated annual energy consumption or energy efficiency rating that is available from your retailer or at GEAppliances.com.

How to use this pocket guide:
Red indicates special BrandSource or Showcase features
Available in the following colors:

- Stainless Steel–GSS27RSMBS
- White on white–GSS27RGMWW
- Bisque on bisque–GSS27RGMCC
- Black on black–GSS27RGMBB
◆ **GSS27RG**

- **26.7 cu. ft. capacity**
- Tall, LightTouch! dispenser with one year SmartWater™ Plus filtration
- **Quick Ice™ setting**
  - Electronic touch controls
  - Integrated shelf support system
  - Slide-out, spill-proof glass shelves
  - QuickSpace™ shelf
  - Clear snack pan
  - One adjustable humidity clear crisper and one sealed clear pan
  - ClearLook™ adjustable gallon door bins
  - Dual level lighting
  - One tilt-out freezer door bin
  - Premium handles

Tall LightTouch! dispenser fills sport bottles, pitchers, even blenders! Delivers chilled filtered water, crushed or cubed ice, and the Quick Ice feature produces up to 50% more ice than normal settings.

Slide-out, spill-proof glass shelves help contain spills for ease of cleaning, and the QuickSpace shelf slides back to store tall items.

Upfront electronic touch controls are easy to see and set.
Available in the following colors:

- White on white—GSS25UFMWW, GSS22UFMWW
- Bisque on bisque—GSS25UFMCC, GSS22UFMCC
- Black on black—GSS25UFMBB, GSS22UFMBB
◆ GSS25UFM
- 24.9 cu. ft. capacity
- Tall LightTouch! dispenser with SmartWater™ filtration
- Child lockout
- Upfront electronic controls (dials)
- Adjustable spill-proof glass shelves
- Clear snack pan
- Clear crisper
- Adjustable temperature clear meat pan
- Adjustable gallon door storage bins
- Raised crisper divider
- Dual level lighting
- Wire slide-out freezer storage bin

◆ GSS22UFM (not shown)
- 21.8 cu. ft. capacity, all other features same as GSS25UFM.

SmartWater filtration system delivers healthy, great-tasting water and ice.

Spill-proof glass shelves help contain spills for ease of cleaning.

Raised crisper divider.
Available in the following colors:

- White on white—GTS22UBMWW, GTS18UBMWW
- Bisque on bisque—GTS22UBMCC, GTS18UBMCC
- Black on black—GTS22UBMBB, GTS18UBMBB
◆ **GTS22UBM**
- 21.7 cu. ft. capacity
- Electronic controls/sensors (GTS22)
- FrostGuard™ technology (GTS22)
- Four split, spill-proof glass shelves
- **ShelfSaver™ Rack**
  - Two adjustable humidity crispers – **Profile™ design**
- One clear snack pan
- Modular gallon door bins
- Freezer dome light
- Tilt-out freezer door bin
- Spill-proof freezer floor

◆ **GTS18UBM** (not shown)
- 17.9 cu. ft. capacity
- Same features as GTS22UBM, without electronic controls/sensors and FrostGuard technology.
Available in the following colors:

- White on white—JBP69WDWWW
- Bisque on bisque—JBP69CDCC
- Black on black—JBP69BDBBB
◆ JBP69

- 5.0 cu. ft. capacity
- TrueTemp™ system
- Self-clean oven
- Six-pass power bake element
- QuickSet III oven controls
- Smoothtop cooktop
- Two 6" and two 8" elements
- **Big View window**

Six-pass power bake provides more power, total coverage, and even cooking.

Big View window provides easy viewing of oven contents.

QuickSet III oven controls – easy-to-use electronic controls provide cooking convenience.

**GE makes the most dependable ranges you can buy!**

Try to sell a Spacemaker® Microwave Oven with **every** free-standing range

*Based on an independent national survey.*
Available in the following colors:

- Stainless Steel—JGBP32SEFSS
- White on white—JGBP32WEFWWV
- Bisque on bisque—JGBP32CEFCC
JGBP32

- Extra-large capacity
- TrueTemp™ system
- Self-clean oven
- Six rack positions
- QuickSet III oven controls
- Sealed burners
- One 5,000 BTU, two 9,500 BTU and one 13,000 BTU burners
- Medium cast grates
- Three oven racks
- Big View window

Majnimum Output burner, with 13,000 BTUs, provides maximum output for fast heat-up and boiling.

Largest* useable capacity has room enough for cooking an entire meal.

Sealed burner design helps contain spills from dripping beneath cooktop for easy clean-up.

GE makes the most dependable ranges you can buy!**

Try to sell a Spacemaker® Microwave Oven with every free-standing range.

*Among leading manufacturers’ brands.
**Based on an independent national survey.
Available in the following colors:

- Stainless Steel–JVM1660SB
- White on white–JVM1660WB
- Bisque on bisque–JVM1660CB
- Black on black–JVM1660BB
◆ JVM1660

- 1.6 cu. ft.
- 1000 Watts*
- Sensor cooking controls
- Message center
- Two racks
- Turntable On/Off
- 300 CFM three-speed fan
- Variable level beeper
- Scrolling display

*IEC-705 Test Procedure

Built-in sensors measure food’s moisture levels during cooking and automatically adjust time and temperature.

The powerful 300 CFM-rated venting system will remove smoke and steam from the cooktop.

Try to sell a Spacemaker® Microwave Oven with every free-standing range
Available in the following colors:

- Stainless Steel—GSD6760GSS
- White on white—GSD6700GWW
- Bisque on bisque—GSD6700GCC
- Black on black—GSD6700GBB

Meets ENERGY STAR guidelines for energy efficiency.
◆ GSD6700G

- ENERGY STAR® qualified
- Full length door
- Extra Tall Tub
- Tall-Over-Tall™ towerless racks
- Nylon racks with fold-down tines
- ExtraShelf
- Three direct feed wash arms (6 levels)
- XtraClean™ wash system – 100% triple water filtration with XtraFine™ filter
- XtraClean™ sensor with Automatic Temperature Control
- Dual pumps and motors
- SpeedCycle™
- Antibacteria cycle – NSF certified
- Extra Scrub
- QuietPower™ IV sound package

Extra-large capacity holds up to 16 place settings at once.

ExtraShelf provides flexibility for loading odd-sized items, such as creamers and custard cups, in the lower rack.

The highest performance dishwashers you can buy...guaranteed!*

America’s most energy efficient dishwashers!**

*Featuring 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. These dishwashers offer the best combination of wash and sound performance, useable capacity, energy efficiency and water consumption.

**Based on a comparison of energy use data submitted to the federal government by dishwasher manufacturers.
Available in the following colors:
- White on white—GSD5600GWW
- Bisque on bisque—GSD5600GCC
- Black on black—GSD5600GBB
GSD5600G

- **ENERGY STAR®** qualified
- TriClean™ wash system
- 100% triple water filtration
- Three wash arms (6 levels)
- Dual pumps and motors
- CleanSensor
- 10 Pad electronic controls
- SaniWash™ cycle – NSF certified
- China/Crystal cycle
- **Speedwash**
- **QuietPower™ II sound package**
- **Fold-down tines**

TriClean wash system has three wash arms that provide complete wash coverage, eliminating pre-rinsing, soaking and scrubbing.

NSF certified to reduce 99.999% of bacteria found on dishes.

Certified to exceed **ENERGY STAR** guidelines for energy efficiency.
Available in the following colors:

- White on white—WPSB9080BWW
- Bisque on bisque—WPSB9080BCC
◆ WPSB9080B

- 3.2 cu. ft. Super Capacity Plus
- Full electronic controls with LED
- Variable speed drive (8 wash/spin speed combinations)
- Multiple cycles
- Deluxe Handwash
- PerfecTemp Plus
- ExtrAction Tub™
- Bleach dispenser with signal
- Fabric softener dispenser
- 2nd rinse option
- Extended spin option
- SpotSpray
- Deluxe Quiet Plus insulation
- Variable end-of-cycle signal

ExtrAction Tub improves moisture extraction by up to 24%, reducing dry times, resulting in less clothing wear and tear.

Deluxe Handwash cycle’s gentle agitation cleans delicates at 30 strokes per minute and helps extend the life of clothes.

Our most accurate system ever, monitors and regulates cold, warm and hot water temperatures, as well as warm water rinse. Optimizes soil- and stain-removal performance.

Model DPSB513E/G

Sell this washer with a matching dryer!
Available in the following color:

- White on white–WASE5210BWW
**WASE5210B**

- 3.2 cu. ft. Super Capacity Plus
- Rotary electronic controls
- Five wash/spin speed combinations
- **21 Cycles**
- Auto Temp
- Four water levels
- Three wash/rinse temperatures
- Bleach dispenser
- Fabric softener dispenser
- GentlePower™ dual action agitator
- 2nd rinse option
- **Extended Spin option**

Super capacity plus with 3.2 cu. ft. – now you can wash more at one time, saving you time, energy and money.

Auto Temp monitors and regulates incoming cold water ensuring detergents dissolve completely.

Exclusive Auto Balance Suspension System is designed to virtually eliminate off-balance loads. No more banging or walking!

Model DBSR453EB/GB

Sell this washer with a matching dryer!
GE Appliances on the Web
GEAppliances.com
Everything you want to know about GE Appliances.

The GE Answer Center®
800.626.2000
Questions? Call anytime.

GE Genuine Parts
800.626.2002
Accessories to enhance, upgrade or fix it.

GE Appliance Service
800.432.2737
Product service at your convenience.

GE CustomerNet
GECustomerNet.com
A 24 hour, 7 day a week order and information Internet Tool.